GD4210 – Single Monitor Support* for Portegra2 Systems

The GD4210 can easily hold one monitor up to 27" (some up to 31"). The large curved handlebar protects the monitor and provides a means for quick & easy positioning. Combined with the mobility and safety of the Portegra2 suspension arm, the GD4210 offers the user a worry-free and flexible application.

- **Application**: Monitor support with handle, VESA 75/100 adapter for one display/monitor, external cabling
- **Load / Weight**
  - GD4210: max. 15.5 kg (33 lbs) / 2.5 kg
  - GD4210-L: max. 15.4 kg (33 lbs) / 2.6 kg
  - GD4210-XL: max. 15.2 kg (33 lbs) / 2.8 kg
- **VESA adapter**: VESA 75/100 compatible
- **Colouring**: RAL9002
- **Mounting**: Portegra2 systems for Stationary / ceiling track mounting
- **System range**: Extension arm 750 mm / 950 mm
  - Spring arm 910 mm

* Monitor support without extension / spring arm, cabling and monitor.
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